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Abstract



systems like PLL, ADC etc. The use of hierarchical design approach starting with the development of variation-tolerant analog component blocks can reduce the overhead of mismatch in the system level design. In this work, we propose a variation-aware performance macromodeling technique for analog component blocks like operational amplifiers. Our method employs a fast spline center and range interpolation technique for the performance functions, while preserving the accuracy of measuring process variation effect using limited number of numerical simulations in the inner loop of the data generation process. We propose a dynamic design space reduction scheme and a target design region graph construction during the macromodel generation steps. The target design region graph and dynamic design space reduction scheme progressively improves the accuracy of the macromodels while detecting the sub-space which can be used for repeated synthesis. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the background of the problem and discusses some of the related work in the domain. In section 3, we define the key concepts used in this work. We present our variation-aware macromodeling and synthesis methodology in section 4. Section 5 discusses the result on three well known benchmark circuits belonging to the operational amplifier class and finally Section 6 presents the conclusion and future work.



Manufacturing and process irregularities in nanometer technologies can degrade yield and severely slow down the design cycle time. Process variation aware methodologies can help in yield improvement and meeting time-to-market requirements for systemon-chip designs. Analog circuits are extremely sensitive to device mismatches and exhibit non-linear variations in their performance under the influence of manufacturing irregularities. Performance variation in blocks can lead to degraded system performance. In this work, we present a variation-aware performance macromodeling technique for analog building blocks that is fast and accurate and gurantees convergence during synthesis. The improvements in accuracy and time complexity of the macromodel generation process is achieved by constructing a target design region graph and dynamic reduction of the design space. The target design region also helps in reducing time during re-synthesis and achieving faster convergence. Experimental results demonstrate the accuracy of the macromodels and the reduction in synthesis time compared to spice based simulation-in-the-loop evaluations and static and adaptive sampling based techniques.



1. Introduction



2. Background and Related Work



Increase in the number of analog blocks in system-on-chip design, together with the faster time-to-market requirements has motivated the adoption of automated analog synthesis in the design flow. However, state-of-the-art commercial solutions still require computationally expensive numerical simulations-in-the-loop. Under the influence of random variations occuring due to manufacturing irregularities, conventional simulators require expensive Monte Carlo iterations to measure the effect of device mismatch. This makes the sythesis process prohibitively expensive. Accurate performance macromodels allow designers to explore several design alternatives at negligible computation cost during the synthesis process. The effectiveness of performance macromodels is determined by the measure of their accuracy when compared to numerical simulators. Accuracy of macromodels in turn is driven by the choice of samples, dimensionality of the modeling problem and the choice of the modeling technique. While choice of sampling technique is an active area of research, it can be contextually improved through a combination of modeling technique, sample space selection and nature of dependent variables. Analog systems are built using several lower level blocks like the operational amplifiers, filters etc. The variation in block performance under the influence of random process conditions can percolate up the hierarchy, thereby affecting the performance of 1063-9667/09 $25.00 © 2009 IEEE DOI 10.1109/VLSI.Design.2009.51



As semiconductor industry continues to adopt Moore’s Law, it is challenged by the random and systematic defects introduced during the manufacturing process. In Fig. 1, we demonstrate the effect of such random process variation on a synthesized singleended operational amplifier (SEO) circuit. The circuit is initially synthesized in 65nm technology, with the nominal values of process parameters. We subject the sized circuit to a random variation in four process parameters Vth0 , Tox , Lef f , Wef f for 200 Monte Carlo iterations, following the 3σ normal distributions as obtained from [4]. The open-loop gain of the SEO is measured for the different values in the parameters mentioned above. It is observed from the histogram plot that around 59% of the performance points are below the nominally synthesized specifications (38dB) when subjected to random variations in device process parameters. The results demonstrated in Fig. 1 highlight the need for variation-aware modeling and variation-tolerant synthesis. In recent times, several researchers have presented methods to model and optimize analog circuits in the presence of process variation. In [8, 7], the authors employ a low-rank projection scheme to approximate the process sample space. Implicit power iteration is used to compute the dominant Eigen vector for the low-rank formulation. However the trade-off obtained in time complexity and 433
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3.4 Variation Tolerant Circuit Synthesis



Less than Nominal (59%) Met Nominal (41%)



Given an unsized circuit topology and a set of performance specifications, variation tolerant circuit synthesis is the process of determining the unknown set of sizes of all devices in the topology such that the variation tolerance measures are satisfied. The synthesis algorithm is guided by a multi-objective cost function which is a weighted sum of the performance costs obtained from the evaluation of the corresponding macromodels. The goodness of candidate design points are judged by the cost estimates they generate. To accept the design solution, we attempt to minimize the cost, subject to the exit criterion for the synthesis process.
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3.5 Variation Aware Macromodels



Figure 1. Gain for Single-Ended Opamp



Macromodels are a black-box approximation of an unknown function and may be defined as follows [9]:



accuracy with the use of rank-one projection may not be achievable with subsequent technology generations. Moreover, power iteration algorithm, though useful in applying to any large sparse matrix, is limited by its ability to find only one dominant Eigen vector and slow convergence if λλji ≈ 1 [12]. In this work, we present an alternate technique to model the 3σ bounds in performance variation as a function of the design parameters. Design parameters are controllable by the user during repeated synthesis process for design centering. Our method captures the process variation effect on performance through limited number of Monte Carlo simulations in an internal sampling loop. The macromodels are used to perform variation tolerant circuit synthesis. In the next section, we present the definitions of the key concepts used in our work.



y



=



f (x1 , x2 , x3 , ...xn ) fˆ(x1 , x2 , x3 , ..., xn )



yˆ =



(1) (2)



In the above equations, xi for (0 ≤ i ≤ n) represent the independent input variables and y is the corresponding response based on those inputs. When, the input parameters are subjected to the process variation effects, the performance functions no longer remain a single value. If the noisy performances are equally probable to occur, and are continuous in the range, they can be represented by intervals. Therefore, for the real-valued input design parameters, under the influence of process variation, the variation aware macromodels can be defined as follows:



3. Definitions yl , yu



3.1 Sizing Rules



yˆl , yˆu



= f (x1 , x2 , x3 , ...xn ) = fˆ(x1 , x2 , x3 , ..., xn )



(3) (4)



Here f is the original function with an unknown form and fˆ is the approximation of f . In other words, fˆ is the macromodel of f . The closer the value of fˆ is to f , the more ready they are for use in the synthesis loop.



It is argued that while a circuit may meet all high level performance constraints (gain, bandwidth, etc.), it may possess unwanted behavioral attributes and may be overly sensitive to device size variations [3]. Sizing rules impose matching constraints on sub-circuits such as differential pairs and current mirrors to avoid unwanted search of design parameters leading to electrically incorrect circuits. The sizing rules also help in reducing the number of free design variables, which help reducing the dimensionality of our modeling problem. In this work, we apply the sizing rules during the spice simulations to generate the raw sample data space.



3.6 Duchon Pseudo-Cubic Splines Analog performance is non-linear in the presence of process variation. This makes the use of low-order polynomial regression techniques an inadequate choice to model the performance. It has been argued [2] that the use of spline interpolation with an appropriate sampled space would be free of resonance effects due to Runge’s Phenomenon which is often observed in high order polynomial regressions. Duchon pseudo-cubic spline [5] works reliably on multi-variate scattered data. It uses a Radial Basis Function (RBF) which is the cube of the Euclidean norm and a polynomial kernel of order=1. Duchon pseudo-cubic spline has the following form:



3.2 Nominal Circuit We define nominal circuit as the circuit synthesized with the nominal values of process parameters. Nominal values of the process parameters are the expected values of device components such as Vth0 , Tox , Lef f , Wef f for the target technology. Performance of nominal circuits is expressed as P erf (nominal) in this work .



3.3 Variation Tolerance As illustrated in Fig. 1, performance of analog circuits deviates significantly from P erf (nominal) under the influence of random process variations. The performance under process variation can vary between [P erfl , P erfu ] where l and u signify the statistically significant (3σ) lower and upper bounds of the performance swing. The range of the variation (P erfr ) is defined as the difference between P erfu and P erfl (P erfl − P erfu ). Variation tolerance is characterized by two measures: a) P erfl ≥ P erf (nominal) and b) P erfr ≤ P erf (spec)r where P erf (spec)r is the allowed variation in performance based on yield targets.



Zi



=



k X



Wj φ(xi − xj ) + P m (xi )



(5)



j=1



φ



= kxk32



(6)



The height (zi ) of the N-dimensional point to interpolate (xi ) is a weighted (Wj ) summation of basis functions (φ) applied to the difference between the unknown point and all ’k’ number of sampled nearest neighbor points (xj ) currently defining the spline, plus a polynomial of degree m = 1. The RBF is evaluated between the points xi and xj . The coefficients together with the
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location of the sampled data points completely define the spline interpolate. Mathematically, the Duchon Spline Center and Range models required for our work are expressed by Equation. (7) and Equation. (8). zic



=



k X



Wjc φ(xci − xcj ) + P m (xci )



(7)



Wjr φ(xri − xrj ) + P m (xri )



(8)



4.2.1 Spline Center and Range Macromodeling The two major steps employed in this work for building the performance macromodels are: (a) Raw data generation and (b) Spline interpolation. To perform raw data generation, we propose a two loop process. • outer loop: Samples the design variables (e.g. W,L of transistors), which are input by a designer. A quasi-random sampling scheme using Halton Sequence Generator [6] is chosen to uniformly sample the design space.



j=1



zir



=



k X



• inner loop: Samples the device parameters like Tox , Vth , Wef f , Lef f . Corresponding to each design sample point, the randomly varying process parameters are sampled through a spice Monte Carlo simulation using pseudo-random sample generator. This is performed using a Simplified Performance Analyzer (SPA) that calls the HSpice simulator in the loop.



j=1



3.7



Target Design Region



Target Design Region (TDR) is a sub-space of the input ndimenstional feasible Euclidean design space Rn within which designs satisfy the typical performances for correct functional and electrical operation. In a variation aware framework, we define the TDR as the region that contains designs with electrically correct operation and satisfying variation tolerant performance specifications for lower (P erfl ) and upper (P erfu ) bounds. Identifying the TDR for a circuit, given the feasible design space, can help in developing more accurate macromodels that are meaningfully used to synthesize the circuits in the presence of process variations.



4. Performance Modeling and Synthesis 4.1 Problem Formulation



Having obtained the raw data samples, the data is grouped into intervals based on each outer sample. The interval-valued performance data provides the benefit of having much less number of samples to capture the effect of process variation on performance. We reduce the dimensionality of the modeling problem using the reduced set of design variables obtained after imposing dc sizing rules as described in Section. 3.1 Center and range transformation can faithfully represent the characteristics of an interval data type, and eliminates unnecessary width expansion in classic intervals. Given the interval-valued performance data as an input, the transformation into ’center’ and ’range’ is done as a secondary step to prepare data for spline interpolation. The transformation is obtained as follows:



In this work, we address two problems: a) Accurate variationaware macromodeling of an analog circuit performance, and b) Fast synthesis in target design region using variation-aware macromodels that produce truly converging solutions. Both the problems are inter-related. Therefore, our method tries to tackle them at the same time. Formally, we define our problem as follows: Let Rn be an n-dimensional design space and X denote the design variable set constrained by the lower and upper bounds [Xl , Xu ]. Let P erf (X)l and P erf (X)u be the measure of the lower and upper bounds of the circuit’s performance in the design space as obtained from spice simulation. Our objective is to build a macromodel for the circuit performance such that the macromodel ˆ estimates of the performance lower and upper bounds [P erf(X) l, ˆ P erf(X)u ] would be ≈ [P erf (X)l , P erf (X)u ]. Given a set of performance specification, denoted by the lower and upper bounds [P erf (spec)l, P erf (spec)u ], the objective of variation-tolerant synthesis is to find the minimum values of all the free design variables (X), such that the target specifications for the circuit is met. In the following section, we present our methodology addresing the problems mentioned above.



4.2 Modeling and Synthesis The accuracy driven performance macromodeling and synthesis methodology proposed in this work can be broadly divided into: • Spline Center and Range Macromodeling • Constrained Optimization • Dynamic Reduction of Design Space (DRDS)



Input : X Y Output : Xc Xr Yc Yr



= = = = = =



[Xl , Xu ] [Yl , Yu ] (Xl + Xu )/2 (Xu − Xl ) (Yl + Yu )/2 (Yu − Yl )



(9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14)



Model interpolation is used to obtain the coefficients of the selected functional form. In this work, we use the Duchon pseudocubic splines modeling given by Equations 7 as the functional form for modeling. Algorithm. 1 presents the pseudo-code used in this work to develop the macromodels for the performance functions in each design space in the TDR graph.



4.2.2 Constrained Optimization Simulated Annealing (SA) is used in this work to perform a constrained optimization of the circuit in the presence of process variations. In spite of their relatively longer time requirement, SA is capable of finding global minima in presence of several local minima. In our work, the time for optimization is controlled by a relatively smaller search space in the subsequent TDR nodes. The constrained optimization problem can be expressed as: P Minimize i xi suchP that P ˆ j αj ∗ fj (X) ≤ j αj ∗ fj (X) + ε αj is the weight assigned to each performance function based on user specifications. ε is the allowed error tolerance during synthesis. Since the objective of the synthesis is to generate variation
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Algorithm 1: Macromodeling procedure getModel (Spice file, Config, [W] (TDR node), Ns , Ni ) Input: Spice file, Config,[W] , Ns , Ni Output: Performance Macromodel of the TDR node /* Raw Data Generation */ for i ≤ Ns do Yi = SPA(wi , Ni , Spice file, Config) endfor /* SPA: Simplified Performance Analysis */ pr metrics = SPA(sim data, fp ) sim data = HSPICE (spice netlist, paramsj , monte(j ← 0 to Ni )) paramsj = uniform(wij , vthj , toxj , lef fj ) Xi = Xi−1 ∪ wij Yi = Zi−1 ∪ pr metrics X = Xi , Y = Yi /* Performance macromodel generation */ [Y ] = Interval transform (Y ) [Yc , Yr ] = CR transform ([Y ]) /* SCRR: Spline based Center and Range Regression */ βc = SCRR(X, Yc ) βr = SCRR(X, Yr ) TDR.Macromodel = {βc , βr } [a] = (al , au )
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Figure 2. SCR Modeling Time Comparison design regions (TDR) and the directed edges connect from a parent region to a child sub-region. Therefore, a TDR graph may have just one node (initial design space) or several nodes which are grown as child nodes to a parent node. Fig. 3 shows the typical flow in which DRDS and synthesis occurs in our proposed methodology. The various steps in the DRDS algorithm are explained below. 1. Given an input search space, Initialize Macromodel builds a Duchon spline based center and range macromodel of the circuit performance. Icur is used to store the current TDR node number. Therefore for the first time building of a macromodel and synthesis, the Icur is initially set to ’1’. The initial macromodel is stored in the TDR graph data structure as TDR(Icur).macromodel.



tolerant circuits, we define the cost functions using both the lower and upper bounds of each performance. A typical performance cost in our context is defined as follows:



cost =abs(



50



2. Given the search space, topology and lower and upper bound performance specifications, the constrained optimizer finds a design D that satisfies the given specifications. In this step, the optimization engine uses the macromodels developed for performance evaluation.



(perfu − perf (specs)u ) ), perf (spec)u



3. Having obtained a design D, the macromodel accuracy is validated against numerical simulation under the influence of process varying device parameters to avoid a possible false convergence. The error during validation is computed as follows:



for perfl ≥ perf (spec)l, (perf (spec)l − perfl ) ) perf (spec)l (perfu − perf (specs)u ) + abs( ), perf (spec)u



=(



Error =



for perfl ≤ perf (spec)l.



\ |cost(D) − cost(D)| ∗ 100 cost(D)



(15)



4. Based on the error in macromodel evaluation, three conditions are checked. (a) Error ≤ ε? If yes, the optimization and DRDS terminates giving the optimized design point D. If no, the next condition is checked. (b) N umber of samples (Ns ) < Maximum samples ? If yes, enhance the number of samples in the space and generate a new macromodel using getModel. If no, then the next condition is checked. (c) Current space(Icur) < maximum number of nodes for the TDR? If yes, then split the search space. If no, then reset the search space to initial design space and re-initialize the macromodel.



4.2.3 Dynamic Reduction of Design Space The time required to solve for the co-efficients during spline interpolation grows in a cubic relation with the number of equations. Therefore spline modeling for more than a few thousand points can be computationally expensive. This limits its usage in practical situations. In Fig. 2, we illustrate the relation between Duchon Spline Center and Range (SCR) modeling time and the number of samples for the open-loop gain of the single-ended operational amplifier. It can be noted from the figure that the modeling time increases significantly beyond 900 samples. We overcome this problem by splitting the design space into narrow subsets and performing the interpolation on fewer numbers of samples required for desired accuracy over the smaller regions. The accuracy of performance macromodels are improved dynamically based on the error in estimation of performance for the synthesized solution using our macromodels and spice Monte Carlo simulation. (DRDS) is maintained as a directed graph (Target Design Region Graph) whose nodes represent the subsequent target



5. Split the search space and generate new macromodel using getModel. Algorithm. 2 presents the pseudo-code adopted to split the parent search space into the next target design region. The essence of the algorithm is a simple condition check using the current design point and the design space for the TDR node ([W]) as follows: Di ≥ ⌊(wil + wiu )/2⌋.
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space and hence the TDR nodes. The length of the transistors is kept at their minimum dimensions for simplicity reasons with no loss of generality. Sizing rules constraints, as decribed in Section. 3.1, have been applied to all the three circuits as a part of the spice netlist setup. We consider four process varying parameters (Tox , Vth , Wef f , Lef f ) for each transistors which are varied randomly following a Gaussian distribution. The circuits are implemented in 65nm predictive technology models [1]. The variations in process parameters are adopted from [4] for 70nm technology. All experiments are run using Matlab, C++ and Hspice for Windows operating system with Intelr CORE T M 2 Quad processor with 8GB RAM.



Table 1. Comparison of different macromodeling techniques Parameter BW GAIN PM UGF



Figure 3. DRDS: Flow Chart Algorithm 2: DRDS: Splitting Design Space procedure DRDS (Spice file, Config, TDR(Icur), Icur, [Wi (Icur)]) Input: TDR(Icur) Design Space ([Wi ]), Best Design Sizes Obtained([Di ]) Output: TDR(Icur).child /* N = Total number of design variables */ for i = 1 to N do wimid = ⌊(wil + wiu )/2⌋ if Di ≥ wimid then winew = [wimid , wiu ] else winew = [wil , wimid ] endif endfor TDR(Icur).child = [Winew ]



Static (5hr) Accuracy rl 2 ru 2 0.83 0.87 0.95 0.94 0.85 0.77 0.90 0.86



Adaptive (32hr) Accuracy rl 2 ru 2 0.97 0.99 0.95 0.93 0.94 0.91 0.95 0.90



DRDS (6hr) Accuracy rl 2 ru 2 0.96 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.95 0.98 0.99 0.99



5.1 Error Minimization Using DRDS Fig. 4 plots the error map for the modeling of open-loop gain for the single ended operational amplifier in the five TDR nodes using DRDS. It can be noted that the modeling error is reduced from 30% in the initial design space to 0.82% in node 5 which meets our desired error tolerance. The proposed method is therefore accurate within the final target design region. 35 30
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4.3 Repeated Synthesis Using TDR Graph



20 15



Accepted Macromodel: Error = 0.82%



10



The time complexity of the variation-aware macromodeling and repeated synthesis process is considerably reduced by the use of an existing TDR graph. An existing Best Cost search in the subsequent child nodes of the TDR graph allows the optimization engine to explore the existing solutions in the TDR. This procedure has a three fold advantage: (a) The presence of a better solution in the existing child nodes can guide the synthesis process to the target design region faster. (b) The potential for simulated annealing to converge with a sub-optimal solution can be minimized by choice of an existing better solution. (c) The time due to model generation is overcome through the traversal of the existing TDR graph and using the pre-constructed macromodels of the corresponding nodes.
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Figure 4. Error Reduction across TDR Nodes



5.2 Accuracy and Time Complexity To illustrate the accuracy and time complexity advantage, we compare our technique (DRDS Macromodels) with the spline center and range macromodels generated using (a) static samples [11], and (b) adaptive samples on the complete design space [10]. We present the result of this comparison for the single ended operational amplifier circuit for four different AC performance parameters, viz. (a) 3-dB bandwidth (BW), (b) open-loop gain (Gain), (c) phase margin (PM) and (d) unity gain frequency (UGF). For the purpose of accuracy comparison, we generate a random validation set comprising of 100 test cases in the target design region, for which we accept the macromodels.



5. Results We present the result of the proposed methodology on three circuits in the operational amplifier class: (a) Single Ended Opamp (SEO), (b) Two Stage Opamp (TSO) and (c) Differential Opamp (DOA). In our experiments, we consider the width of the transistors as the independent design variables that constitute the search
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The accuracy of the macromodels are compared using the statistical correlation coefficient measure (r 2 ) for the lower and upper bounds of the performance measures. For a better accuracy, the value of r 2 should be close to 100% or 1. Table. 1 summarizes the result of this comparison. It can be observed from the table that DRDS macromodel is the most accurate amongst the three different techniques. It can also be observed that the model generation time for the DRDS macromodel is marginally higher than the static macromodel and is more that 5X efficient than the adaptive macromodel with comparable accuracy. Therefore, DRDS macromodeling has a better practical applicability over static and adaptive sampling based macromodeling techniques.



Table 3. Synthesized Circuit Performance Perf BW (MHz) GAIN (dB) PM (Deg) UGF (MHz)



To further illustrate the advantage of the TDR graph during repeated synthesis, we synthesize the three circuits with varying specifications and compare the accuracy of result obtained with corresponding evaluation using HSpice circuit simulator. For convenience of understanding, we group the similar or closer specifications into a single specification category. It can be observed that during repeated synthesis (subsequent rows), the time complexity is reduced by several order of magnitude in most cases, while preserving the same accuracy level. The error in model estimation against HSpice based Monte Carlo simulation is computed using equation. 15. Table. 2 summarizes the measure of macromodeling time and model estimation percentage error for the synthesized design points. It can be observed that the error in all the cases is less than 1% which proves the accuracy of the DRDS macromodels used during synthesis.



Nominal 0.24 38.6 58 17



SEO Variation [0.2,0.3] [38.2,46.3] [58,73.9] [20,28.8]
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Table 2. DRDS Modeling and Synthesis TSO Time (secs) Error 11837 0.31 2725 0.71 2147 0.34 14449 0.05 8746 0.15 2692 0.67 5883 0.04 2315 0.23 50 0.13



DOA Variation [0.1,0.4] [39.4, 42] [86.3,89.3] [998,1500]



effectively in the synthesis framework with no false convergence. The key point in the methodology is to find the target design regions in the design space and perform fast synthesis using the accurate macromodels in this space. The target design region graph is grown using dynamic reduction of design space guided by the error in the macromodel evaluation for the synthesized design point. The synthesized circuits achieve a very high performance yield with marginal area penalty. A library of variation tolerant analog blocks can be generated using this method. The next step is to use the block level robust library to build variation tolerant analog systems.



5.3 Repeated Synthesis



SEO Time (secs) Error 0.81 3088 21206 0.66 39 0.64 0.00 5367 3 14757 0.88 5868 0.92 0.88 3128 2 22224 0.00 14357 0.00



Nominal 0.1 40 86 1010



DOA Time (secs) Error 38456 0.35 15598 0.94 3648 0.93 37297 0.94 20877 0.90 265 0.08 8734 0.68 1929 0.13 268 0.79



5.4 Variation Tolerant Synthesis We perform a Monte Carlo analysis using Hspice simulator with the synthesized sizes of the circuit to illustrate the variationtolerance on performance. The performance variation data is compared with the corresponding nominal circuit performance. Table 3 summarizes the result obtained for two circuits, SEO and DOA. It is observed from the table that the synthesized circuits meet the bounds of the performance reliably.



6. Conclusion In this work, we presented a variation-aware macromodeling methodology using target design region graph data structure and dynamic reduction of design region to build fast and accurate performance models for analog blocks. The macromodels are used
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